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PROGRESS REPORT, 1996 
This report of the Central Ci:-::icps and S.Oils- Reseuc.h S1:-.at1 en at 
Highmore, South Dakota is a progress r6pcrt BL�, tn�r�=ore, the 
results presented are not necessar11y c.omplet;;. no.!' ecmr:l ,siv�. /l..'!:.y 
interpretation given is tentativ<. because add!t.ianal d..a::a !rr:n 
��n�l .. uec.�. �f :n�5� exp�=.:.mc�:s fn!Y prvouc� coru:luslcn.s ci..-.f�re.r:� 
t !:lffl thus� ot an3- one ye�. The cLu:.a :pres2n,c�d in this �e-cpor t 
reflect the 1996 growing season. 
Comn:ercial companies and trade names are mentioned in this 
publication solely for the p .;.fJC!s� ··:- prov .. ,l...:.r.g sre -�.:.c­
infonnation . Mention of a company Goes not �on�t�tutE � qn.a=an�ee 
or warrantee of its products by tl�t:. Ag:-ic:ul.i:ural f.xpc:n.ment S:at_, .. .in 
or an endorsement over products .:. :: attt?l" ccmpanies nnt: me.,t..raned. 
This publication also reports research involving pesticides . 
It does not contain recommendations for their use, nor does it 
imJ:l�' tha-: t.:ne JfH?B o sC1.i�.:t'1!.d :,,e ... e t:.a."E eefl re1t-s er-!! * ?.-J - uz3:e::; 
c: pesticides .r .1;5� ':le -:-i:g .. st.�cd by apprG_pr! •.:e. Sta-<:e :rec Face'!'al 
a e:nc1�� be:or� they ca.� be 1ec�:mr.e�ded. A complete �e� of _99o 
��sult5 t�jm scsa tt�l=i�� o�r.str�:r.::..ons iq available as 
Extension Circular 678 from your County r.gent or SDEU . 
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station 
Brookings, South Dakota 57007 
Dr. David Bryant, Dean Dr. Fred Cholick, Director 
Agric. Exp. Sta. 
• 
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Introduction ................................................... Brad G. Farber 
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No 124 dated November 1910 
is titled "Progress of Grain Investigations." In this report, the Superintendent of Substations, 
Clifford Willis, and Scientific Assistant, Manley Champlin, describe the Highmore Research 
Farm based on their experiences of the prior eleven years of investigations 
"This location is particularly desirable .The Substation is situated near 
the divide between the James and Missouri River valleys, having an 
altitude of 1840 feet. The soil is a glacial loam to sandy loam, 
representative of that found in a large part of the east half of the state 
The precipitation, as nearly as can be determined from existJff! 
records, is from one to four inches less than on surrounding valleys 
and prairies A change of fifty degrees in temperature in twenty-four 
how-s is not unconunon. Winds of considerable velocity prevail at all 
seasons of the year It has been found that results obtained here are 
conservative and reliable for that part of the state between the Sioux 
Valley and the Missouri River, and that varieties proving valuable here 
may be depended upon in the tributary territory " 
This description. even though written nearly ninety years ago, is stiU applicable today 
We have modified and updated the soil classification and have many more years of weather data 
to more accurately describe temperature and precipitation variability However. their account 
of the conditions and their statement that 11results obtained here are conservative and reliable 
and that varieties pro'\-ing valuable here may be depended upon in the tributary territory" is still 
the basis for continuing research at the Highmore Research Farm Many of SDSU's plant 
breeders and other researchers continue to test experimental materials here, indicating that if 
they do well at Highmore, they may be worth pursuing further. For decades, nearly all varieties 
released by the South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station have undergone testing at 
Highmore to determine yield stability and resistance to various stresses This station continues 
to serve the producers of South Dakota through varietal testing and development of small 
grains, forages and row crops and research on production methods, crop mu!!gement and 
strategies to optimize returns to producers. 
***************************** 
Planting. conditions in 1996 were much improved over the record rainfall year of 1995 
Good soil moisture conditions and favorable planting conditions throughout most of the spring 
allowed timely planting of small grains and row crops TemperlilUlres for the months of April, 
May and July were on average 5 to 6 degrees below nonnal and were responsible for excellent 
tinering, plant development and filling of small grains Rainfall was below average in the 
months of April, June and August but subsoil reserves coupled with timely rains and cool 
temperatures reduced any problems. Winter wheat also yielded very well, but some areas 
suffered from drown-out and winterkill, somewhat reducing overall yields The cool 
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temperatures delayed development of row crops, but com and beans yielded extremely well 
because a killing frost did not occur until October 18th, about one month later than normal 
More than 7 inches of rain fell in September, about 4 times the normal amount, and this delayed 
and hampered winter wheat planting in the area. October had more than double the normal 
precipitation and row crop harvest was delayed in some areas. 
***************************** 
The annual twilight tour of research plots was held on June 27, 1996 at 5 :30 in the 
evening Lunch was served prior to and after the tours. Approximately 75 participants listed 
to talks on small grain varieties, side-by-side herbicide comparisons, spring and winter wheat 
breeding, and soil fertility research. I would like to thank Dixie Volek and her crew for 
preparation of the lunch and Pioneer Garage in Highmore for the use of pickups and trailers 
for tour participants. 
***************************** 
The research conducted each year and included in this report involves long hours by 
staff from many disciplines at SDSU and the Higtunore Research Fann Their efforts in 
contributing to this publication each year are greatly appreciated. Support and input from area 
producers, ranchers. Advisory Board members and County Agents is also greatly appreciated 
and encouraged 
If anyone has conunents or suggestions pertaining to research on the farm or questions 
and input on any other matter, please write or call 
Address correspondence to: 
Dr Fred Cholick, Director 
A�ricultural Experiment Station 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, SD 57007 
(605) 688-4)49 
E-mail: cholickf@m.g.sdstate.edu 
Brad Farber, Research Farm Manager 
Box 2207A 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, SD 57007 
(605) 688-6139 
E-mail: farberb@mg.sdstate.edu 
Special thanks to Nancy Kleinjan for her assistance in preparing this report 
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Table 1. Temperatures at the Central Research Farm - 1996. 
1996 Average Departure 
:;r�,gro-;urep from 
MoJ;1th Maxt Min, Averaae Nopnalb normal 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
----------------------OF----------------------
20.l 
33.0 
33.8 
53.8 
62.2 
79.e 
81. 8 
87.3 
72.2 
59.3 
27.9 
16.5 
-0.7 
12.2 
13.1 
28.9 
43.0 
55.9 
55.4 
58.0 
48.2 
35.3 
13.2 
-0.3 
9.6 
22.6 
23.4 
41.4 
52.6 
67.8 
68.6 
72.7 
60.2 
47.3 
20.5 
8.1 
14.3 
20.6 
32.0 
46.5 
57.9 
67.7 
74.5 
72.6 
61. 8 
49.6 
32.6 
18.5 
-4.7 
+2.0 
-8.6 
-5.1 
-5.3 
+0.1 
-5.9 
+0.1 
-l. 6 
-2.3 
-12.1 
-10.4 
e Calculated from daily observations. 
b 30 year average (1961-1990). 
Table 2. Precipitation at the Central Research Farm - 1996. 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
TOTAL 
1996 Departure Greatest 
prru;:..-¥;.;;,a'" .. :::r N,..:;na,l � mm nom e'JtruY,m:c Dat; e 
----------------------inches--------------------
0.62 0.33 +0.29 0.20 25 
0.70 0.49 +0.21 0.40 23 
1.13 1.25 -0.12 0.30 16 
0.95 2.32 -1.37 0.45 12 
3.70 2.77 +0.93 0.70 27 
1.52 3.19 -1.67 0.40 14 
3.55 3.01 +0.54 1.85 21 
0.70 2.32 -1.62 0.30 2 
7.15 1.65 +5.50 2.75 19 
3.17 1.35 +1.82 1.30 29 
0.85 0.57 +0.28 0.65 16 
l.ll 0.42 +0.69 0.60 15 
25.15 19.67 +5.48 
30 year average (1961-1990). 
.. 
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ALFALFA CULTIV AR YIELD TEST 
K.D. Kephart, Vance N. Owens, R. Bortnem, S. Selman, and A. Boe 
Average daily temperatures were nonnal during June and August. slightly below 
normal in April and September, and well below normal during May and July Precipitation 
was near normal during July. well below nonnal for April, June, and August, and above 
normal duMg May and September. The amount of precipitation received in September was 
more than three times higher than normal 
Three harvests were obtained from this experiment It is conunon for only 2 harvests 
to be taken at Highmore Forage was harvested at the early-bud to early-flower stage of 
maturity Average yields for the three cuttings ranged from 1 35 TIA for the first cutting to 
l 88 TI A for the second cutting. Significant cultivar differences were observed within each 
cutting 
Three-cut total yields ranged from 4.04 to 5.25 TIA, with significant differences found 
among cultivars Average total·season yield in 1996 was about 2 l TI A lower than that 
obtained in 1995 The lower total yield in 1996 was due primarily to taking three rather than 
four cuttings In addition, first cut yields were about 1.2 TIA higher in 1995 than in 1996 
Two-year average yields ranged ftom 5 16 to 6.26 TIA, with significant cultivar 
differences observed. The public varieties Baker and Riley were near the bottom in 
productivity relative to the other cultivars while Vernal was very near the two year average 
yield 
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Fofjlge ylatd ,or74 arf3Jra, �uJw&rs planted May 1 1 ,  1994, at the Central Crops and Soils Research 
Stath:m. morn. SO 
1995 
4-Cut Cut 1 
Cultivar Tot.al 4.Jun 
:::: Mulb·plier « 7.42 1.32 ICI Brand 620 7 31 1 46 
IC1631 7 06  1 37 
ICI Brand 645 7 06 1 42 
LegenOairy 7.02 1 42 
ICI 630 7 1 5 1 39 
Magnum Ill-Wet 7.16 1 .37 
Proof 7 07 1 26 
3452-ML
,, 
� 
� ;  7;'05"° 1 44 
Evolution 7 06 1 40 
Magnum IV 7 06 1 34 
MS9301 (experimental entry") 6 69 1 27 
Avalanche 6 49 1 47 
PC431 {experimental entry) 6 47 1 34 
MS9304 (experimental entry) e.n 1 14 
Saranac AR 6 60 1 39 
Vernal < 6 82 1 33 
DK 122 6 71 1 31 
91-12 ( experimental entry} 6 69 1 28 
Flagship 75 6 54 1 34 
Spredor 3 6 26 1 29 
Defiant 6 46 1 38 
Riley 6 16 1 34 
Baker 6 29 1 37 
AVERAGE 6 81 1 35 
Maturity' 3 0  
CV(%) 8 5  6 6  
LSD {P•0.05) NS0 0 12 
U196 
Cut2 Cut3 
8.Jul 13-Aug 
tons OM I acre 
2 06  1 71 
1 95 1 62 
2 09 1 80 
2 06 1 72 
1 96 1 66 
1 95 1 60 
H IS 1 53"'" 
:-1 < 
1 99 1 53 
1 90 -:, 1,39 
1 87 1 44 
1 83 1 41 
1 88 1 58 
1 96 1 47 
2 07 1 49 
1 90 1 -58 
1 92 1 39 
1 76 1 33 
1 86 1 35 
1 79 1 33 
1 69 1 31  
1 84 1 44  
1 70 1 24 
1 72 
:<>1 1 23 
1 60 1 07 
1 88 1 47 
5 2 4 2  
10 1 17 7 
0 27 0 37 
% of 
3-Cut '115.98 2-year 
Total Ai.tmq Averag 
· % -
:::: 5 09 "'" 6 26  109 
5 03 6 17 107 
· � 525 <-< 6 16 107 
5 1 9 6 12 106 
5.08 "'< "'' ::s ""' 6 05 105 
4 94 6 05 105 
4 75 �- "'' ��5 95 
"'2@ � 
103 
4.77 5 92 103 
� 4 72 ,<;; ::s ;, 5 89� 102 
4 71 5 88 102 
$ ::s 4,58 5 82� 1 01 
4 73 5 71 99 
;, 4 90' 5 7-0�::::@ , ""' 99 .;-, "' 
4 89 5 68 99 
4.62 5 67 
w=·>'* :w 
.• ,:.,:: :-:· W.fS..;W _ 99 
4 69 5 64 98 
4.42 " ,, 5 62 ;;; ;;; ;:;":%; 98 
4 51 5 61 98 
4 40 -.<' � =,, :5 54 ;;; ;;; wt 96 
4 33 5 44 95 
4.57 5 42 '� ;;; 94 
4 32 5 39 94 
429 5 22  91 
4 04 5 16 90 
4 70 5 75 
9 3  7 3  
0 62 0 64 
(a) Data for experimental lines should be used with caution Commercial seed for these lines may not perform 
similarly 
(bl Kalu and Fick (1 983) maturity index, mean stage by count 
(c) Yields among cultivars are not stabstlcally different at the O 05 level of probability 
• 
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SPRING WHEAT BREEDING 
Jackie Rudd and Brad Farber 
The sprrttg wheat breeding Advanced Yield Trial is made up of experimental lines that have 
completed at least 2 years of extensive testing and have all of the characteristics needed to become 
a new variety We include the most widely grown varieties (Sharp, Butte 86, 2375, and Prospect) 
as checks Table 1 presents data from the Central Crops and Soils Research Station (Highmore) and 
data averaged across all 9 locations The Higlunore trial was planted April 22 The timely rains and 
favorable temperatures produced very good yields and test weights (50.1 bu/a and 62.0 lbs/bu). 
Foliar diseases were minor this year, reducing yield by less than 5% Scab caused minor yield 
reductions in some areas of Northeast South Dakota but was not observed at Highmore. 
Two new spring wheat varieties from the breeding program wilJ soon be available to 
producers 'Russ', released in 1995, is a Hessian fly resistant line that is similar to Butte 86 in height 
and appearance and is 1 or 2 days later maturity 'Oxen' is an early serni·dwa.rf that was approved 
for 1996 release Originating from Pioneer Hi-bred International, the name Oxen was chosen to 
symbolize the success attainable when public and private industry work together as a 'tearn1. Russ 
and Oxen have both averaged 2 bushels per acre greater grain yield than Butte 86 with a similar test 
weight and protein content Two experimentals are currently being increased for potential release 
in the future. SD3 l 56, a possible 1997 release, is 1 to 2 days earlier than Butte 86 with a better yield 
and test weight SD3249 (target release in 1998) is early with very high test weights and has 
moderate resistance to Fusarium head scab 
Table l .  Spring wheat breeding 1996 advanced yield trials. 
-----------Yield (bu/a)--------- Test Weight Heading H�gm 
Hig}unore State Average lb/bu days cm 
SD3219 57.8 59.6 61 0 +1 85 
Oxen 54 6 58.6 6 1 . 5  +2 81 
SD8108 52.4 58.3 62 8 -1 91 
Russ 56 6 56 8 61 1 +2 88 
SD3156 51 1 54 9 62.0 ·l 84 
2375 50.6 53 4 61 7 +2 83 
Prospect 48 8 53 4 60.9 +3 81 
SD3249 48.1 53 3 63.5 -1 91 
Butte 86 47 6 52.9 61 4 0 85 
Sharp 5 1  1 52.3 62 1 0 85 
Chris 37 0 41  7 59 2 +4 96 
Mean 50.1 53 6 
CV(%) 4 5  6.8 
LSD( 05) 3 7  3.4 
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WINTER WHEAT BREEDING AND GENETICS 
Scott D Haley and Steven A Kalsbeck 
Sif)i,"I\L-UlX OF ACTIVITIES 
The Winter Wheat Breeding and Genetics Program utilizes the HijpiDlore Research Station 
primarily for testing of early-generation bulk-breeding populations and evaluation of advanced­
generation lines developed during the course of the breeding process The breeding program also 
conducts field-testing at several other sites throughout South Dakota (Brookings, Highmore, Selby, 
Bison, Winner, Wall, and the Dakota Lakes Research Station near Pierre), for both early-generation 
selection and determination of the potential of experimental lines for cultivar release 
The winter wheat testing conducted at the Highmore Research Station during 1996 included: 
i) The Crops Perl'ormance Testing (CPT) Variety Trial, under the overall coordination of 
Bob Hall The trial included 37 entries, consisting of 23 released varieties (including new 
releases from other states), 1 0  advanced experimental lines from our program, and 4 
experimental lines from the University of Nebraska This trial was also grown at 12 other 
sites in South Dakota Prior to cultivar release, promising elite lines must be grown in the 
CPT Variety Trial for tlu'ee years to accurately measure the potential performance across a 
range of envirorunental conditions; 
ii) The South Dakota Advanced Yield Trial (A YT) The AYT included 45 entries, consisting 
of 3 5 advanced experimental lines and l O checks The A YT is also _grown at seven other 
sites in South Dakota and one site in each Nebraska and North Dakota Each year, 3-5 
superior experimental lines are selected from this nursery and advanced to the CPT 
Variety Trial and the Regional Testing Program; 
iii) Early-generation breeding populations consisting of 455 different cross combinations in the 
F3 generation (F3-bulk) Undesirable F3 populations are eliminated from the program based 
largely on visual observations, pedigree, and bulk yield; desirable F3 populations are 
advanced to the F4 head row nursery by selecting approximately 100 heads from each F3 
population; 
iv) Large- and small-scale seed increases of advanced and preliminary experimental lines; 
v) A winter wheat phosphorous fertilizer management trial, in cooperation with Ron 
Gelderman (SDSU Soil Testing Lab) and Jim Gerwing (SDSU Extension Soil Fertility 
Specialist). 
MEJllQDS &ml BEmtn 
The nurseries at Highmore were planted into black fallow with good soil moisture conditions 
on 9/19/95 Fall stand establishment was adequate and winter survival of the nurseries was excellent 
considering the overall severity of the winter in many areas of the state Unfortunately, winter annual 
weed pressure (both cheatgrass and tansy mustard) became both excessive and uncontrollable 
(particularly the cheatgrass) and the yield nurseries were abandoned. Fortunately, the f 3-bulk 
populations were salvagable and were combine harvested For information purposes, grain yield data 
for the other locations of the 1996 CPT Variety Trial are reported in Table 1. 
Despite the problems we,ve had over the last few years (hail in 1994, flooding in 1995, 
cheatgrass in 1996), the Hig}unore Research Station will continue to be an important location for the 
winter wheat breeding efforts. With planting in fall 1996, we have moved to another part of the farm 
where at least the flooding and winter annual weed pressure should not be an immediate concern. 
EXlEBllUENTAL LIJ'fES ill; INCR£Ast: 
Two winter wheat experimental lines are under increase with the intent to release in fall 1997. 
The f irst of these, SD891 l 9, is a medium-height and medium·maturing ( similar to Arapahoe) line with 
good winterhardiness, exceptional end-use quality characteristics and good yield performance in its 
maturity range In four years of testing in the CPT Variety Trial, the average yield of SD89119 has 
been roughly equal to Arapahoe with about a l.S lbs/bu test weight advantage over Arapahoe 
SD891 l 9 is moderately resistant to prevalent races of the stem rust pathogen, and susceptible to leaf 
rust, tan spot, Septoria leaf blotch, and wheat streak mosaic virus The coleoptile length ( considered 
important for optimum fall stand establistunent) of SD89 l l 9 is very long (similar to Scout66) and the 
straw strength is considered medium (similar to Roughrider and Arapahoe). This experimental line 
would be positioned as a high-end use quality replacement for Sioux.land and complement to 
Arapahoe 
The second experimental line on large-scale increase, SD89153, is a medium-late maturity, 
standard height (very similar to Rose) line with good winterhardiness, exceptional end-use quality 
characteristics, and superior yield performance in its maturity range. In three years of testing in the 
CPT Variety Trial, the average yield of SD89153 has been about 1·2 bu/acre �ater than Rose and 
Seward with a higher test weight than any other entry in the trials (0 5 lbs/bu advantage over Rose, 
2 5 lbs/bu advantage over Seward) SD89 l 53 is moderately susceptible to prevalent races of the stem 
rust pathogen and susceptible to leaf rust SD89153 is resistant in greenhouse seedling screening with 
isolates of the Septoria leaf blotch pathogen and has shown good leaf spotting scores in field 
nurseries Greenhouse seedling screening with South Dakota isolates of wheat streak mosaic virus 
suggest a moderate level of resistance (slightly Jess than Dawn, but greater than most available 
varieties). The coleoptile length ofSD89153 is very Jong (similar to Scout66) and the straw strength 
is considered good (slightly better than Rose) This experimental line would be positioned as a high­
end use quality replacement for both Rose and Seward 
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Table 1 Grain ct means for the 1996 Winter Wheat Crop,5 Performance Testi 
Plfitte Hayis. Bison 
Entry Winner Oelrichs Mnrf.11'1 Hayes·C'P 96 AVG �ISi 
AVG 
bushels/acre 
$092107 65 2 54 1 56.0 60.2 58.3 66. 1 62.5 74.8 62.4 
Quantum 566 (hybrid) 63 3 56.9 55 8 61.1 56.0 69.1 54.3 77 1 61.7 56.2 
Arapahoe 62 8 51.1 56.2 55.3 49 2 62.7 55.8 75 5 58 6 51.8 
$092191 54.8 56 8 52.9 56 4 56 1 60.6 60.7 68 6 58.4 
Windstar 60 0 47 7 60.2 56 3 53.4 62 5 52.7 72.8 58.2 
$0891 1 9  62 9 57.3 53.8 56 3 43.1 54 0  58.0 76 5 57.7 51.3 
Siouxland 66 6 59 4 53.9 566 43.6 57.7 55.9 65 8 57 4 48.3 
Roughrider 56 6 55.0 46.0 58 2 57.2 59 7 54.6 71 5 57 4 44.5 
Quantum AP751 0 (hybrid) 64 1 58.8 58 3 54 6 47.1 53.2 51 3 70.6 57.3 
$092266 53 5 46.2 54 3 56.9 55 7 60.6 59 9 70.2 57.2 
$092227 56.7 49 0 58.2 56.4 48 1 59.3 56.0 70 .4 56 8 
Elkhorn 53 6 46 9 47 7 54.2 58 7 56.5 58.4 73 0 56 4 
$089153 65.9 61 5 52.6 54.6 46 5 53.5 50.6 63,8 56 4 50.6 
Rose 59 0 60 9 50 3 47.6 54.0 60.8 47.8 67. 3 56.0 48.8 
Seward 47.9 54 1 45.5 56.8 48.7 62.2 57.7 7L 3 55.5 49.2 
$092174 57.7 48 1 50 6 54.1 57.8 60,3 52.6 62.6 55 5 
2137 62 3 60 2 50.0 51.3 45.7 55.3 47.8 65 -5 54 8 
Nekota 63 5 56 9 49 9 50.5 45.5 53 1 49 6 67.9 54 6 51.5 
$09 1 1 92 59.0 48 5 52 5 49.8 48.1 58.2 56.0 64.7 54 6 
NE91648 57 8 59 0 50 8 54.9 33.9 58 2 50 8 71.4 54 6 
Redland 57 7 46 7 50 7 54.8 45.9 57.5 51 .0 72.1 54 6 49.7 
Niobrara 54 3 48.4 55 4 56.4 48.3 58 6 49 0 62.6 54.1 50.2 
Alliance 62 8 47 0 54 6 50.6 4 1 .1 60. 7 47,9 67.3 54 0 51.9 
NuWest 53 5 46 4 46 3 59.8 39.8 59.5 54.2 68.2 53.5 
SD92124 60.6 45 7 51 5 44.3 47.1 54.2 54,0 64.5 52.8 
Pronghorn 56.6 53 0 55 4 55 3 33 7 60.2 43 2 62. 4 52.5 
NE91631 50.9 43 3 51.6 50 3 43 3 60.2 49.7 67.4 52. 1 
Sage 52.6 43 2 54.6 54 3 46 6 59.8 39.3 58 0 51 1 46.5 
NE90479 53.0 56 1 47.9 51 .1  37 6 51 .0 51.3 53. 1 50.1 
Dawn 57 0 50.5 46.7 53.4 34.9 59 3 39 1 59.1 50.0 47 0 
Scout66 49.6 41.0 47 3 49.0 45.5 54.5 50.3 58.7 49.5 44. 9 
SD89205 60.8 52.6 46.8 51 .6 37.1 43 0 39,6 59.8 48.9 48.3 
Vista 53.9 43 8 52.6 50.8 33.1 52.9 42,S 58 1 48.5 48.1 
TAM 107 55.7 49 9 46.9 46.1 31.9 43 3 48.0 54 5 47.0 48 0 
Quantum AP7501 (hybrid} 60 3 54.5 47 0 44 5 30 0 49.2 32,8 57.2 46 .9 
Halt 61 5 46.7 54 5 40 8 23 8 42 9 35,5 47 5 44 2 
��9.9.�.� 63 9 52.9 46.9 38.3 12.5 54.0 32.0 47.7 43.5 
Mean 58.3 51 6 51.7 52 8 44 3 56.9 50. 1 65 4 53.9 
CV (%)' 1 1  7 9.7 7 2  1 0  7 1 1  5 9.6 13.7 9.0 
lSD (0 05) 1 9.5 7.0 5.4 7.9 7.1 7 7 9.6 8.3 
'The CV (coefficient of variability) is a statistical measure of experimental error. In general. yield trials with a 
CV of 16% or greater are considered to contain too much experimental error for reliable data 
interpretation. 
• The LSD {least significant difference) is the mini�um value by which two entries must differ in order for 
that difference to be meaningful (and not due to random chance alone). If the difference between two 
entries is equal to or less than the LSD value, the entries are not statistically different 
I Hayes·RT: reduced tillage; Hayes-CT: conventional tillage. 
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OAT BREEDING 
Dale Reeves and Lon Halt 
The oat breeding program has several objectives. The main ones being increased yield and/or 
test weight In order to get these increases a line either has to have other improved traits or an 
increased yield potential to become a variety The traits that affect yield aside from genetic yield 
potential are straw strength, leaf rust, stem rust, and barley yellow dwarf resistance. Heat and 
drought tolerance would fall under genetic yield potential. 
Some other traits that are desirable for specific purposes are high groat percentage, high oil, 
low oil, high protein, hull color, hulless, and plant height. Millers like a high groat%, low oil, high 
protein, and possibly a hulless oat The racehorse industty t:radjtionally likes a white hulled oat Feed 
oats should have a high groat%, high oil, high protein, and possibly hulless The hulless oats could 
be fed directly to baby pigs and poultry without being dehulled or ground Plant height may be 
important if the oats are going to used as forage, straw, or as a cover crop for a legume. 
On an average year approximately 600· 700 crosses are made in the spring with genetically 
variable lines and varieties About 400 crosses are selected to be increased in the greenhouse in the 
fall, the rest are used for backcrosses, thesis1s, and special studies. The year after making the cross, 
we test for yield, test weight, height, heading date, crown rust, stem rust, barley yellow dwarf, 
lodging, protein%, and oil% on a single replication of the crosses increased in the greenhouse 
Selected crosses will be replicated and planted at two locations the following year Based on the 
data collected, approximately 40 crosses will be selected to go into 12,000 head rows, each row being 
a potential variety. The process of elimination is continuous with inferior lines being discarded each 
generation The number of replications and locations increase as the lines are advanced to increase 
the probability of selecting the best lines. The ten best remairting lines are then tested at several 
locations in South Dakota (one of them Highmore), North Dakota., and Minnesota in the Tristate 
Regional Nursery Three to five of these lines will entered in the Uniform Midseason Oat or Uniform 
Early Oat regional nurseries where they will be tested at several locations in the USA and Canada 
At the same time they will be tested in the Standard Oat Variety Test across South Dakota .. After 
at least two years in the SVO test they may be released as a variety The release of a variety will take 
at least 10 years from the time of crossing 
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CROP PERFORMANCE TRIALS 
HARD RED SPRING WHEAT, OAT AND BARLEY 
R G. Hall 
BABP BEQ s;PRING \YUEAI: 
Test results for 1996 are shown in Table 1. Yields averaged 44 bushels for 1996. The top­
yielders for 1996 include 12398', 'Nordic'and 'Russ' and the experimentals 'SD32191 and 'SD8108'. 
Due to seeding problems in 1994 and hail in 1995 there are no three-year a_gronomic performance 
averages for this location 
The better bushel weight varieties for 1996 include 'Bacup', 'Kulm' and the experirnentals 
'SD3156', 'SD3219', 'SD3249, and 'SD8108' 
Test results for 1996 are shown in Table 2 Yields averaged 107 bushels for 1996. The top­
yielders for 1996 include 'Don', 'Monida':Newdak', 'Troy', 'Valley' and the experimentals 
'SD92057' and 'SD9228T Due to seeding problems in 1994 and hail in 1995 there are no three­
year agronomic performance averages for this location 
The best bushel weight varieties for 1996 include the experimentals '$092057' and 
'SD9228T 
SPRING BARLEY: 
Test resuJts for 1996 are shown in Table 3 Yields averaged a very high 95 bushels per acre 
for 1996 There are no significant yield difference among the varieties tested at this location in 1996 
The better bushel weight varieties for 1996 include the varieties 'Conlon', 'Logan and '�tark •. 
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Table 1 .  Hard red spring wheat yield and bushel weight � ;v�, 1994-96. 
Yield - Bu/ Acre Bushel Wt - Lbs 
Vfil'ia}' 1996 1994-96 I 1996 1994-�6 I 
2375 46 I 59 
2398 52 ! S9 
Bacup 34 
I 
60 
Butte 86 4S 59 
Chris, CK 36 i 57 
Ernest 37 I 58 Grandin 44 58 
Hamer 43 59 
Keene 43 58 
Kulm 41 61 
Lars 41 57 
Nordic SI 59 
Norlander 46 51 
Oxen 46 58 
Prospecr 44 SS 
Russ 48 59 
Sharp 43 58 
Trenton 43 58 
'VC'rde 41 58 
SD3 1S6 46 60 
SD3219 49 61 
$03236 41 59 
SD3249 42 61 
SD8089 50 58 
SD8108 46 61 
Test A.., cr11ge: -1-J I 59 LSD (S%): 0 2 1 CV{%): 10 I l • 
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Table 2_ Oat yield and bushel weight averages, 1994-96. 
Yield - Bu/ Acre Bushel Wt - Lbs 
Vonet,.• 1996 1994-96 1996 
Belle 108 34 
Dane 107 31 
Don 125 34 
Hazel 99 34 
Hytest 78 34 
Jerry 1 10 36 
Jim 108 35 
Monida 1 1 7  32 
Newdak 121  33 
Settler 105 36 
Troy l 12 35 
Valley 125 35 
SD91008 105 34 
SD91228 98 36 
SD92057 1 1 3  37 
SD92125 81  35 
SD92287 1 1 1  38 
Test Average 107 34 
LSD (5%) 14 2 
CV pG) 10 4 
Table 3 Spring barley yield and bushel weight averages. 1994-96 
1994-96 
Yield - Bu/ Acre Bushel Wt - Lbs 
Vn.rtety 1 996 1994-96 1996 1 994-96 
Bowman 92 47 
Conlon 95 48 
Excel 98 45 
Foster 92 46 
GaJlatin 96 46 
Logan 96 48 
Robust 90 46 
Stander 96 46 
Stark 96 49 
Test Average: 95 47 
LSD (5%): NS"' 2 
CV (%): 3 
* V aJue differences within a column are not significant (NS) at the 5% level 
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THE EFFECT OF HARVEST DA TE ON FORAGE PRODUCTION 
OF SORGHUM AND PEARL MILLET 
A Boe, R. Bortnem, K Kephart, and S. Selman 
When perennial cool-season grasses become dormant during mid to late sununer in the 
northern Great Plains, pastures decline in amount and quality of forage produced Summer annuals, 
which grow best under warm conditions, can be used to meet immediate feed shortages during the 
summer and also provide high yields of hay or silage for later use. 
Selection of summer annual cultivars should be based on adaptation, yield potential, and 
nutritive quality Summer annual species differ in growth rate, recovery after cutting, forage yield 
and quality, height, and leaf-to·stem ratio Because of these inherent differences, sudangrass and 
pearl millet are well suited for pasture and hay, and forage sorghum is best used for silage 
Summer annual grasses are important components of forage production systems for many 
livestock producers in the northern Great Plains. Unfortunately, limited research has been conducted 
on their yield and quality characteristics under different harvest management schemes in that region. 
Therefore, our objective was to detennine the effect of harvest date on fora_ge yield and quality of one 
sudangrass cultivar, one sorghum-sudangrass hybrid cuJtivar, three forage sorghum cultivars, and two 
pearl millet cultivars at two locations in eastern South Dakota 
MATERIALS AND MEmODS 
'Piper' sudangrass, '877F' sorghum-sudangrass hybrid, '841F' and ' 849F' grain- bearing 
forage sorghums, '81 IF' sterile forage sorghum, and 'Mil-Hy 100' and '3-Mil-X' pearl millet were 
planted at Aurora and Highmore, SD, on May 30 and June 4, 1996, respectively SeedmH: rates were 
20 lbs PLS/acre for Piper, '877F', and the pearl millets and 8 lbs PLS/acre for the forage sorghums 
Planting depth was about I inch Row spacings were 6 inches for the pearl millets (5 rows), 12 inches 
for Piper (4 rows), and 36 inches for '877F' and the three forage sorghums (4 rows). Buffer strips 
(5 rows) of3-Mil-X were planted between plots Row length was 20 feet. Experimental design was 
four replicates of a split plot with three harvest dates as whole plots and seven cultivars as subplots 
The first harvest was on August 8 at Aurora and August 1 3  at Higlunore. Piper was in early 
reproductive development, but all other cultivars were vegetative The second harvest was on August 
2 1  at Aurora and August 2 7 at Highmore All of the cultivars, other than 8 1 1  F, were in late 
vegetative or early reproductive stages of development. On the third harvest (September 17  at 
Aurora and October 3 at Highmore), 81  lF was the only cultivar not in some stage of seed 
development (Table I) 
Harvesting was done by hand with rice kruves. The middle 10  feet of the center two rows 
were taken for the 4-row plots, and the middle 10 feet of all five rows were taken for the pearl millet 
plots Stubble lldpt was about 4 inches Total wet forage from each plot was weighed in the field. 
Dry matter concentrations and plot yields were determined from subsamples that were oven dried 
until constant weight Plant height was determined by measuring the length of five randomJy-chosen 
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culms from each plot After heading., the measurement was from the base of the severed culm to the 
top of the panicle Prior to heading., the measurement was from the base of the culm to the tip of the 
blade of the uppermost vertically-extended leaf Forage yield and plant height data were subjected 
to analyses of variance All effects were considered random Complex F-tests were used to 
determine significance of the main effects (cultivar, location, and harvest date) Fisher' s  least 
significant difference (P=O 05) was used to separate significant interaction means 
Table 1 .  Maturity stages on each harvest date 
�Lll�it 
8 1  IF 
841F 
849F 
877F 
Piper 
MilHy 100 
3MilX 
RESI:LTS 
rla0:-es1 i 
Veg 
Veg 
Veg 
Veg 
Late boot 
Veg 
Veg 
.�m  
H1�i 
Veg 
Veg 
Veg 
Early head 
Anthesis 
Boot 
Veg 
Han:t&t l 
Veg 
Milk 
Milk 
Milk 
Hd dough 
Milk 
Anthesis 
Harvest l 
Veg 
Veg 
Veg 
Veg 
Early head 
Veg 
Veg 
Hi.shmgre 
liif\'1-5], 2 
Veg 
Veg 
An thesis 
Anthesis 
Anthesis 
Anthesis 
Early head 
Li� 
Veg 
Sft. dough 
Sft_ dough 
I Md dough 
Hd_ dough 
Md_ dough 
Sft. dough 
Analysis of variance across harvest dates and locations indicated highly significant (P<O O 1 )  
harvest date and cultivar x location x. harvest date interaction effects for dry matter forage yield 
Forage yields, averaged across cultivars and locations, increased by 81% between harvests l and 2 
and by 25% between harvests 2 and 3 The location x harvest date interaction was significant 
(P<O 05}, and the effect of cultivar was significant at the O 10 level The highest-yielding c1.:dtivars 
(Mil-Hy 100, 877F, and 849F) produced 60 to 70% more forage than the lowest yielders (81 lF and 
3-Mil-X) (Table 2) Location, location x cultivar interaction, and cultivar x harvest date interaction 
effects were all nonsignificant (P>O OS). 
Inspection of the cultivar x location x harvest date interaction means (Table 2} reveals the 
foUawmg. The wd.angrasi (Piper), '1.ld3:Jlira5s x sorpum hybnd {871F"J. and pearl millets (Mil-flV 
100 and 3- Mil-X) tended to grow faster initially and consequently produced about 45% more forage 
than the fo�ge sorghums (81 lF, 841F, and 849F) on the first harvest in early August. On the second 
harvest (late August), the sudangrass and pearl millet entries produced about 30% more forage than 
the sorghum entries However, on the third harvest (Sept. and Oct-), forage yields of the three 
sorghum entries were 20% higher than those of the sudangrasses and millets. The 841F and 849F 
exhibited increases in forage yield of 65 and 54%, respectively, between the second and third harvests 
compared to only 24% for 877F Although the forage production of 81 IF increased by 53% 
.. 
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between the second and third harvests, its slow growth for the first 80+ days after planting resulted 
in yields considerably lower than those of 841 F, 849F, and 877F in September and early October 
Since 81 lF is not recommended for use in the northern Great Plains, but is well adapted to the higher 
temperatures and longer growing season of the southern Great Plains, its yield potential was likely 
not realized in our study 
All entries, other than Piper, showed increases in forage yield between successive harvests at 
Aurora, with average increases of 53% between harvests l and 2 and 57% between harvests 2 and 
3 However, at Highmore heavy infestations of grasshoppers dunng September contributed to yield 
losses for Mil-Hy 100 and Piper between the second and third harvests (Table 2) The forage 
sorghums were not fed upon as heavily, and consequently showed an average increase of 39% in yield 
between harvests 2 and 3 at Highmore. Mil-Hy 100 and 3-Mil-X appear to have good growth 
potential in late August and early September, since their average increase in forage yield between 
harvests 2 and 3 was 60% at Aurora. 
Table 2 Dry matter foJ:Sge yields (tons/acre) of seven summer annual grasses on three harvest dates 
in South Dakota in 1996. 
H1trve9t 
l l l 
CylLi}'ie'lt Aurora lji�Jv:tgJr( Ampr; Hi more Aurora I Hi&}unore 
81 lF  0.74 0 99 1 14 2.26 2 J7 2 93 
841F 1. 00 1.40 1 59 3.01 3.00 4 54 
849F 1. 12 1.54 1 81 3 . 42 3 J3 I 4 69 
877F 1.42 L 69 2 .47 3.44 3 .60 3.63 
Mil-Hy 1 00 1 .39 1 92 2.48 4 . 88 4. 13 LJ.oo 
3-Mil-X 1. 43 1. 33 1 77 2.42 2. 75 I 2.33 
Piper 1 95 1.92 2 55 2. 87 2.47 2 32 
LSD(O 05) 0.67 
The seven cultivars evaluated in this study varied for growth pattern, morphology, and 
suitability for silage, hay, or pasture. The forage yield data we obtained revealed differences among 
the cuJtivars for adaptability to the northern Great Plains and supported the developers' management 
and utilization reconunendations for each. 
This research is being supported by a research award from Pioneer Hi-Bred lntemational, Inc. 
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EFFECT OF ADDED CHLORIDE TO WINTER WHEAT 
Ron Gelderman, Jim Gerwing, Clair Stymiest and Scott Haley 
INTRODUCIIQ� 
A number of studies in South Dakota on spring wheat and barley have shown a yield response 
to added chloride Work in Montana and Kansas have shown winter wheat responses to added 
chloride as well The objective of these studies was to determine if yield responses from added 
chloride are found on winter wheat in South Dakota. 
PROCEDURE 
Ten studies were conducted over two years The treatments consisted of a check and a 60 
lb/ A chloride treatment replicated four or five times. The chloride treatment (KCI) was broadcast 
over the wheat in early spring. No other nutrients were applied to these plots Plot size was 4' x 15' 
and the entire plot was harvested to estimate grain yield The winter wheat varieties used were TAM 
107 in 1995 and Arapahoe in l 996. Residual chloride levels to two feet and four feet are listed in 
Table 1 
RESULTS 
Soil chloride levels are considered very low ( < 30 lb/a for 2 foot depth) for aJl but two sites 
based on SDStJs guidelines for � whe11- (Table 1) The results indicate no yield response to 
added chloride (Table 1) Possible reasons include lack of disease pressure or non-responsive 
varieties. Spring wheat and barley studies have indicated some varieties do not respond to added 
chloride. Studies in Montana and Kansas have also indicated that the varietal component may be 
important for winter wheat as well. However) in a separate study at Wall, SD, no grain yield 
responses were seen from added chloride to a number of common winter wheat varieties (Table 2). 
There was considerable leaf disease pressure at this site. 
SUMMARY 
To date added chloride has not significantly increased winter wheat yields in South Dakota. 
Another variety study will again be conducted near Wall, SD in 1997 
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Table 1 .  Effect of added chroride on grain yields of winter wheat', 1 995 and 1 996, South 
Dakota. 
er ---·- --------···········Sit&•••• -·-
Trt.2 Ideal Selby High. Wall Platte Selby Ideal Olrchs Bison Martin 
95 '95 95 95 96 96 96 96 96 96 
-----·------··········bu/acre------------... ·----
Cl- 60 58 53 65 48 76 45 57 57 50 
Cl + 60 58 52 68 49 74 48 57 57 5 1  - --
C.V.% 5 1 5  19  6 5 5 e 2 14 8 
Pr > F  0.99 0.94 0.87 0.21 0.67 0.54 0. 1 9  0.74 0.95 0.63 
soil Cl 22/- 1 7/- 22/- 29/- 35/86 1 6/1 9 32/51 1 9/35 5/23 20/41 
lb/a 
0-2·,o.4· 
"Variety, 1 995 = TAM 1 07, 1 996 = Arapahoe. 
2CI- = check, Cl + = 60 lb chloride per acre. 
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Table 2. CHLORIDE · WINTER WHEAT VARIETY STUDY , WALL SD. 1 996. 
Leaf disease 1 rating 
Yield Test Wt. Plant Ht. Flag leaf Flag · 1 5 
Variety M2 _. _ __ __ Cl treatment -- ----
no f ves no I ves no l ves no 11 ves no l ves 
........ bu/a····· -···-lb/bu---·� --·inches--- -% of leaf· -% of leaf-
�bilene 2 44 44 58.6 60.6 26 25 1 5  1 0  41 45 
Alliance 2 50 5 1  59.7 60.0 29 30 1 7  1 3  58 63 
�rapahoe 3 48 47 59.1  59 . 1  3 1  3 1  1 3  9 58 55 
1
CDC Kestrel 7 53 52 55.2 57.2 34 35 4 3 27 20 
I 
Dawn 4 39 40 58.4 59.6 28 28 7 7 48 43 
Elkhorn 7 50 48 57 . 1  58. 1 37 37 4 3 33 20 
Uagger 0 41 40 59.0 57. 1 28 28 3 3 1 1 1 2  
Nekota 2 50 50 59.3 60.0 29 28 4 5 30 24 
Rose 5 49 50 58.4 58.5 34 33 3 3 1 2  1 2  
Sage 2 46 46 59.4 59.2 32 33 1 6  1 5  78 74 
SD 891 1 9  3 46 47 58.9 59.4 32 31  5 4 36 28 
Siouxland 3 41 40 55.2 56.2 33 32 5 4 50 35 
TAM 1 07 0 45 43 57.8 57.8 28 27 1 6  1 7  57 61 
Vista 2 43 45 59.2 58.8 28 27 7 5 50 52 
2 1 63 0 39 38 55.2 55.5 28 26 1 5  1 3  48 53 Mean 45.5 45.4 58.0 58.5 30.5 30.0 8.8 7.4 42.4 39.7 
CV % 6.2 LS 4 . 1  33 29 
Pr > F 
Var 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
Trt 0.7000 0.0040 0.0090 0.0375 0.2640 
Var x Trt 0.6300 0.0040 0.2500 0.3090 0.6140 
L.S.D. 3 2 .7  0.7 1 .44 3. 1 1 3.7  
L .S.0.4 4 . 1  , . 7 1 .82 4.6 1 9.2  
• 40 lbs of Cl applied , Soil test Cl lbs/a (O· 2', 0·3', 0-4')=10,24,40 Soil Series - Ottumwa (from shale) 
I Primarily Tanspot as percent ofleaf affected 1 M = Relative Maturity rating (O=early. 7::o:Jate} 
3 Between colwnns • Within columns ' First leaf below flag leaf. 
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CORRELATION OF PHOSPHORUS SOIL TESTS FOR WINTER WHEAT 
R Geldennan, J. Gerwing, C. Stymiest, and S. Haley 
INTRODUCTION 
The correlation of phosphorus soil tests for spruig wheat in South Dakota has been previously 
determined. This data shows very little yield response after soil P tests (Bray I )  reach 18·20 ppm. The data 
for winter wheat looks similar to spring wheat. However, there is a lack of data above l S ppm P. The 
purpose of this study is to obtain data to complete this correlation for the Bray 1 and Olsen soil tests for 
winter wheat. 
PROCEDURE 
A number of sites with medium to high soil P test levels were needed to complete the correlation. 
Eleven studies were completed in 1995. In 1996 thirteen studies were established at the winter wheat 
variety testing program sites located primarily in central and western South Dakota (Table 1 ). Seven sites 
were not harvested because of winter kill 
Site characteristics are listed in Table 1 .  Soil test P levels are given in Table 2. The range of soil 
tests was from 6- 1 6  and 9-24 for the Olsen and Bray, respectively. 
Phosphorus treatments consisted of 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100 lb/acre of P20, (as 0-46-0). The material 
was applied with the seed at planting The treatments were arranged in a randomized complete block desi8JJ 
with four replications 
Nitrogen was applied to be sufficient for a 50-60 bushel yield goal. All other nutrients were judged 
to be adequate Grain harvest was completed with a small plot combine. The area harvested for each site 
is given in Table 1 
RESULTS 
Estimated grain yields for each site is given in Table 2 Yields were above average for all sites Site 
yield means ranged from 5 J to 79 bu/acre. 
Response to added phosphorus was seen at all sites except Selby and Martin The soil test at 
Martin is very high so a response was not expected The Selby site had a low P test and very high yields. 
The Jack of response at this site can not be explained. The responsive sites had soil tests from Jow to high 
and some response was expected considering the high yields . 
When the relative yields ( check/maximum yields x 100) are plotted against soil tests, the 1996 data 
fits nicely with previous studies (Figures 3 and 4) 
A casual observation of this data would indicate a critical Bray P soil test of20-22 ppm and a critical 
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Olsen test of about 16 ppm. This value represents the test where additional fertiizer phosphorus will no 
longer give an economical yield increase These critical soil tests JliJ·ee very well with critical values for 
other crops 
Table 1 Selected characteristics of winter wheat phosphorus correlation sites, 1996. 
Parameter 
Previous Row Planting Harvest 
Site County Tillage Soil Crop Width Date Area 
inches 
Platte Chas. Mix Surface Ethan Sp. Wht. 7 9125/95 4.1' x 15' 
Tillage 
Selby Walworth No-till Highmore Pea 7 9120/95 
Ideal Tripp No-till Millboro Alfalfa 7 9122195 .. 
Oelrichs Fall River Surface Savo fallow 1 0  9125/95 5' x 25' 
Tillage 
Bison Perkins Morton Fallow 10 9/17/95 
Martin Bennett .. Keith Fallow 10 9125/95 " 
Table 2. Winter wheat grain yields due to P treatment, 1996. 
Site 
PPs Platte Selby Ideal Oelrichs Bison Marlin 
lb/acre bu/acre 
0 40 77 51 52 55 52 
25 53 82 50 57 61 54 
50 53 78 60 56 65 51 
75 56 82 58 58 67 51 
1 00 53 77 58 58 65 49 
x 51 79 55 56 62 51 - -- - - -- - - - - ---- - --- --- - - -- - --- - -- - - -
c.v 1 % 12 8 10 5 6 10  
Pr>F2 0.03 0.58 0.07 0.10 0.01 0.63 
Bray P ppm 9 1  1 1 .-i 13.8 17.1 20 29.4 
Olsen P ppm 6 1 6.7 14.1 1 1 .2 11.6 16.4 
1coefficient of variation. 
2Probability of greater F. 
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Figure 1 . Correlation of Bray P soil test with ref ative yield of winter wheat in 
South Dakota, 1 986- 1 996. 
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Figure 2. Correlation of Olsen P soil test with relative yield of winter wheat in 
South Dakota, 1 986-1 996. 
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WEED CONTROL 
L. J. Wrage, P. 0 .  Johnson, D. A. Vos, S. A. Wagner, and B. Stahl 
The experiment station provides a strategic location for several weed control 
field evaluation and demonstration trials. The plots provide data used in the 
statewide weed control extension program. They are also used for field tours. 
The station location has been the primary site for evaluating downy brome 
(cheatgrass) control in winter wheat. A block is devoted to maintaining the weed 
infestation and provides the winter wheat crop for comparing herbicides, including 
experimental products. Data are reported as part of the following tables. 
No-till evaluations were continued in 1 996. The tests provide comparative 
performance data for herbicides in corn and sorghum. Data are reported in the 
following tables. 
The location is also used to evaluate herbicide carryover from experimental 
herbicides. These data are an important part of the evaluation program for potential 
commercial products and become a part of the data base and to define label 
restrictions. 
Additional studies in 1 996 included special oilseed evaluations in safflower. 
Data are reported in the following tables. 
The contribution of station personnel in plot area preparation and maintenance 
is acknowledged. 
Table 1 .  
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Evaluation of Cheatgrass Control in Winter Wheat 
No-Till Corn Demonstration 
No-Till Sorghum Demonstration 
Broadleaf Weed Control in Sorghum 
Small Grain Herbicide Carryover to Other Crops 
Safflower Demonstration 
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Table 1 .  Evaluation of Cheatgrass Control in Winter Wheat 
ACS; 3 reps 
Variety: Seward 
Planting Date: 9/22/95 
PPI, SPPI: 9/22/95 
PRE: 9/22/95 
Precipitatio.n: 1 st week 
2nd week 
0.00 inches 
3.35 inches 
Dobr = Downy brome 
SPOS: 4/23/96 
Soil: Clay loam; 2.9% O.M. ;  6. 7 pH 
VCRR = Visual Crop Response Rating; 
(0 = no injury; 1 00 = complete kill) 
COMMENTS: Moderate downy brome. Winter stress weakened winter wheat; 
thin stand, crop variability reflected in yield inconsistencies. 
Excellent control with Mon 37536. Excessive injury noted for 
some experimental treatments. 
% VCRR 
Stunting % Dobr Yield 
Ir:e11w=m Rate/A 6125}J6 {!1Zfil9ili 
Check 0 0 7 
fBEfLANIIMkQBeQBAIEQ 
Hoelon 2.67 pt 48 75 10 
Treflan 10G 7.5 lb 33 48 7 
Far·go 10G 1 5  lb 0 42 8 
Sen/Lex .67 lb 0 27 8 
�HALLQrl l!B�l!LAtU l�CQ8tQBAIEQ 
Treflan 1 .5 pt 50 65 4 
Amber .56 oz 0 63 1 5  
Amber + Sen/Lex .56 oz + 2  oz 0 68 14 
il:IALLQW l!BEEMEBGEtiikE 
Treflen 10G 7.5 lb JO .io g 
EREEMElii:ENce 
Amber .56 oz 0 57 14 
Amber+ Sen/Lex .56 oz + 2 oz 1 0  72 14  
Finesse .4 oz 3 63 1.6 
Treflan 1 . 5  pt 28 28 8 
Frontier 1 .6 pt 88 99 6 
SPffiltg PC!S r EM WGENCE 
Finesse .3 oz 0 25 1 1  
Sen/Lex .33 lb 22 57 1 1  
Sen/Lex .67 lb 30 70 1 0  
Amber + X-77 .56 oz+.25% 0 12 8 
Amber + Sen/Lex + X-77 .56 oz+.33 lb+ .25% 0 32 1 1  
Amber+ Sen/Lex + X-77 .56 oz+ 2.67 oz + . 25% 7 27 10  
Finesse +Sen/Lex+ X-77 .4 oz + .33 lb+.25% 0 32 9 
Finesse + Sen/Lex + X-77 .4 oz+ 2.67 oz+ .25% 25 42 10  
MON-37536 + X-77 .5 oz + .5% 0 94 21 
MON-37536 + X-77 .67 oz+.5% 5 97 21 
LSD (.05} r_ 10  6 
Table 2. No-Till Corn Demonstration 
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RCB: 3 reps Precipitation: 
Variety: NK  3808 
Planting Date: 5/1 3/96 
FALL: 1 1 /1 5/95 
EPP: 4/23/96 
PRE: 5/1 3/96 
EPOST: 6/7/96 
POST: 6/21 /96 
Grft = Green foxtail 
KOCZ = Kochia 
FALL 1 st week 
2nd week 
EPP 1 st week 
2nd week 
PRE 1 st week 
2nd week 
EPOST: 1 st week 
2nd week 
POST: 1 st week 
2nd week 
COMMENTS: Moderate foxtai l .  No-till in wheat stubble. 
Table 3. No4 Till Sorghum Demonstration 
RCB: 3 reps 
Variety: AgriPro ST 3280 
Planting Date: 6/6/96 
FALL: 1 1 /1 5/95 
EPP: 4/23/96 
PRE: 6/7/96 
POST: 6/21 /96 
Soil: Clay loam; 2.4% OM; 7.2 pH 
VCRR = Visual Crop Response Rating; 
Precipitation: 
FALL: 
EPP: 
PRE: 
POST: 
0 = no injury; 1 00 = complete kill 
Grft = Green foxtail 
KOCZ = Kochia 
1 st week 
2nd week 
1 st week 
2nd week 
1 st week 
2nd week 
1 st week 
2nd week 
0.00 inches 
0.30 inches 
Trace 
0.45 inches 
0.95 inches 
1 . 1 5  inches 
0.30 inches 
0.70 inches 
0. 1 7  inches 
0.80 inches 
0.00 inches 
0.30 inches 
Trace 
0.45 inches 
0.30 inches 
0.70 inches 
0. 1 7  inches 
0.80 inches 
COMMENTS: Purpose to evaluate weed control and crop tolerance. Yield 
reflects weed control and crop injury. The lack of tolerance to 2,4-0 is apparent in 
the 1 996 and 2-year data. Concep safened seed usedfor the test. 
Table 2. No-Till Com Demonstration 
EARLY EARLY 
fAIJ. iPJ:ll:,Bl�'NrJ r.fiU'·!ElltU;m;i PO�IEMEBYENCE eQSIEMER�EHCE 
Check 
Dual 11(2. 75 pt) Atrazinel.56 lb)+ Banvel(.5 ptl 
Atrazinel 1 . 1 lb) + 
Dual 1112.76 pt) 
AVlt.fine(1. t lb) 0�111 11(2. 75 pt) 
Atrazine(1 .1 lb) Dual H(2. 75 pt} 
Atrezine(1 . 1  lbl + 
Dual 11(2. 75 pt) 
MicroTech(3.25 qt) Atrazine(.56 lb) +Benvell.6 pt) 
Frontier(l qt) Atrazine(.56 lb)+ Banvel(.6 pt) 
TopNotch(8 pt) Atr•zine(.56 lb)+ Banvel(.6 pt) 
Harness(2. 75 pt) Atr•zine(.56 lb• + Benvel(. 6 pt) 
Duat 11(2. 75 pt) Atrezine(.58 lb)+ Banvell.6 pt} 
lllCl6�1c:r1-.e�r1i.s PII 
Bledex(2.2 lb) Banvet(. 5 pt) 
Roundup(1 pt)+ 2,4-D ester(1 qt)+ Atrezine(.66 lb} +Benvelf.6 pt) 
AS(t7 lb)+ 
Aoundupf1 qtJ + AS(17 lb)+ 
Belence(2 oz) +Surpess(1 .26 pt) 
BuC1rllf1 pt) + atrazinef.56 lb) 
Gremoxone Extra(1 .6 pt) + X· 77(.6%) + 
ifJI tn•1jn 41l'2:..Z lbl • 1 lilfi,t'4f)tchl5 lJI I 
G,emoxone Extre(t .6 pt) +X·77(.5%) Accent(.33 oz)+ 
Beaconl.376 oz) + 
COC( 1 qt) + 28% N(4 qt) 
Gramoxone Extrefl.6 pt)+X·77(.5%) Accent(.67 ozl + 
Banvell.6 pt) +X-77(.26%) + 
28% NC4 qt) 
Gram1;,;1aj;inj, Extra(1.8 pt) + Prowtf3.66 pt)+ 
X.-17{.5�1 1r,t1t-(1Jip.lfl.'� liW ! Pimvl.lfl ,11, 11,1U 
TavdttJq:;,rnl 87 uO- M  nts'ILH PFr.,.wlC� .1'& pt1 + IA.d•nl L3lJ rr�, • 
AS(17 lb) Beeconf.38 oz) + X·77(.25%) + 
X-77(.26%) +28% N(4 qt) 
tSO (.06) 
% Grft % KOCZ 2-:X:r, �l£SI, 
8/28/96 8/28/;l§ � � 
0 0 0 0 
65 75 66 75 
81 96 84 96 
86 93 91 96 
91 98 94 98 
84 95 91 97 
63 76 77 81 
74 76 83 82 
79 82 
77 81 82 87 
83 88 90 87 
85 80 89 89 
74 87 84 92 
37 82 
95 98 
90 96 .-� 91 
80 86 1101 91 
83 83 tJ !) g 1  
78 88 72 08 
91 92 -
9 6 " Ii 
• 
N 
00 • 
Table 3. No-Till Sorghum Demonstration 
EARLY % VCRR % Grft % KOCZ Yield 2-Yc, ,8)£g, 
EAI.L PBEeLAt:H PREEMERGENCE fQ�IEMEB�ENCE 8/28/9§ 8/28/96 8128/96 .b.YLA � � buLA Check 0 0 0 3 0 0 9 Atrazinef1 .1 lb>+ 
Oual 11(2.5 pt) 0 83 96 46 73 97 45 Atrazinel 1 . 1  lb) Dual 1112.5 pt) 0 92 98 57 94 98 56 Atrazinell .  1 lb) Oual 11(2.5 pt} 0 80 97 59 89 98 58 
Oual 11(2.5 pt} Buctril( 1 .5 pt)+ atrazinef 56 lb) 0 84 95 64 90 95 61 
Dual 11(2.S pt> Atrazine(1 . 1  lb)+COC(l qtl 0 92 87 56 93 89 53 
Dual llf2.5 ptl Atrazinef 56 lb)+ 
Tough(1 pt} +COC(1 qt) 0 92 73 49 94 81 52 
Dual 11(2.5 pt) Banvel(.5 pt> +atrazinel.56 lb) 22 90 78 38 90 83 41 Dual 11(2.5 pt) 2,4-D aminel1 pt) 1 8  93 52 30 92 7 1  35 
Dual 11(2.5 pt) Ally(.05 ozl + 2,4-D ester(.5 pt) 32 87 90 23 91 90 32 
Dual 11(2 .5 pt)+ atrazinefl.1  lb) 0 93 97 71 95 98 64 
Lassof3 qt) + atrazineC 1 .  1 lbl 0 85 96 63 91  97 57 • N Frontier(l qt) +atrazinefl . 1 lb) 0 83 96 56 90 97 57 U) • 
Gramoxone Extra(1.6 pt> + Shotgunf2 pt) 
X-77(.5%)+Ramrod(4 qt) 0 79 95 65 
Gramoxone Extra(l .6 pt) + Atrazine(l .4 lb) +C0Cf1 qt} 
X-77(.5%} 0 68 92 54 47 If� 47 
Roundup! 1 pt) + AS{l 7 lbl + Peak(.75 OZ) +COC(1 qt) 
AamrodC4 qt) 0 77 96 57 
RoutldupC 1 pt) + AS( 1 7 lb) + Permit(.67 oz> + X-771.25%1 
Remrod(4 qt) 0 89 96 
Gramoxone Extra(l .6 pt)+ 
82 79 87 47 
X·771.5%)+Ramrod(4 qt) + 
atrazine!1 .1 lb) 0 80 95 60 86 97 55 
LSD (.05) 7 8 8 1 7  1 2  9 14 
• 4 
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Table 4. Broadleaf Weed Control in Sorghum 
RCB: 3 reps Precipitation: 1 st week 
2nd week 
0.30 inches 
0.70 inches Variety: AgriPro ST 3280 
Planting Date: 6/6/96 
PRE: 6/6/96 
POST: 7/1 7/96 
VCRR = Visual Crop Response Rating 
Grft = Green foxtail 
Soil: Clay loam; 2.6% OM; 6.5 pH Prpw = Prostrate pigweed 
COMMENTS: Purpose to evaluate weed control and crop tolerance. Yields reflect 
pigweed control. Dicamba and 2,4-0 caused slight early season crop 
stunting/lodging. 
T 'ti" tnnin L R:uuJA 
Check 
fJ:IEBMERGENC& 
Dual II 2.5 pt 
ee�aea11Erie£ 1 Msaraumrz 
Duel ll&Peak + COC 2.5 pt&.1 oz + 2  pt 
Dual ll&Peak + COC 2.5 pt&. 75 oz + 2 J)t 
Dual ll&Peak + COC 2.5 pt&.5 oz+ 2 pt 
Dual ll&Peak + 2.5 pt&.5 oz+ 
Atrazine + COC .83 lb+2 pt 
Dual ll&Peak + 2.5 pt&..5 oz + 
Banvel + X • 77 .5 pt+.25% 
Dual ll&Banvel + X-77 2.5 pt&..5 pt+ .25% 
Micro-Tech + Permit + COC 3 qt&.67 oz + 2 pt 
Dual 11&2.4-D amine 2.5 pt&1 pt 
Dual ll&Buctril 2.5 pt&1.5 pt 
Duel ll&Leddok S-1 2  2.5 pt& 1 .5 pt 
LSD 1.05) 
% VCRR % VCRR 
1/3Ql�i i/2:Bt.lli 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
3 0 
18 27 
17  22 
0 0 
13  0 
3 0 
0 0 
8 4 
% Grft % Prpw Yield 
aa�D �GiliBlai twlA 
0 0 56 
81 30 73 
79 86 70 
76 82 69 
81 81 77 
87 95 72 
83 87 59 
85 80 49 
94 82 73 
79 79 84 
76 81 65 
79 80 88 
4 7 1 7  
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Table 5. Small Grain Herbicide Carryover to Other Crops 
RCB: 2 reps 
POST: 5/24/95 
Soil: Clay loam; 3.3% OM; 6.4 pH 
COMMENTS: Herbicides applied at X and 2X normal rates to winter wheat in 1 995; 
rotation crop planted in 1 996. No stand reduction or stunting was 
noted to proso millet, soybeans, sunflower, corn, or canola. 
Conditions apparently favored rotational crops, even at double rates. 
Ire1troe:0t Bme I A 
Check 
PQSliMEFlGEN1CE 
Ally + 2,4-0 ester + X-77 
Alfy + 2,4-0 ester + X-77 
Amber + 2,4-0 ester + X-77 
Amber + 2,4-0 ester + X-77 
Finesse + 2,4-0 ester + X-77 
Finesse + 2,4-0 ester + X-77 
. 1  oz + . 5  pt + .25% 
.2 oz + .5 pt + .25% 
.3 oz + .5 pt + .25% 
.6 oz + .5 pt+ .25% 
.3 oz + .5 pt + .25% 
.6 oz + .5 pt + .25% 
Table 6. Safflower Demonstration 
RCB: 3 reps 
Variety: 301 3 
Planting Date: 5/1 3/96 
PPI, SPPl: 5/1 3/96 
PRE: 5/1 3/96 
POST: 6/1 2/96 
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Precipitation: 1 st week 0.95 inches 
2nd week 1 . 1 5 inches 
Grft = Green foxtail 
KOCZ = Kochia 
COMMENTS: Uniform test; light weed pressure. Excellent stand. Yield for 
treatments were similar except for the check and treatment with 
visual crop response rating (VCRR) indicating crop injury. 
Experimental herbicides included to evaluate potential use. 
Ireatment 
Check 
eBEeLANI INCOBeOBAIED 
Treflan 
Sonalan 
BaretA 
1 qt 
3 pt 
SHALLOW !BE!LA�I INCOBeOBAIED 
Dual I I  2.5 pt 
Frontier* 2 pt 
eBEEMEBGEt31CE 
Dual I I  2.5 pt 
!OSIEMEBGENCE 
Ultima 1 60* + COC 20 oz + 1 qt 
Pinnacle* + X· 77 .25 oz + .25% 
Pinnalce * + X · 77 . 5  oz + . 25% 
LSD (.05) 
* Experimental 
% VCRR % Grft % KOCZ Yield 
812.8/96 8129/96 8128llei 1tui1A 
0 0 0 2990 
0 99 95 3639 
0 99 93 3954 
0 91 57 351 1 
50 88 77 3047 
0 98 83 391 3 
7 96 0 3585 
, 2  0 83 311 7  
23 0 84 3394 
s 4 1 1  782 
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FIELD EVALUATION OF WOODY PLANT MATERIALS 
Russell J .  Haas - Plant Materials Specialist - USDA/ARS 
1 .  Assemble and evaluate the adaptation and performance of 
selected woody plant materials for field and farmstead 
windbreaks and wildlife plantings in the Northern Great 
Plains . 
2 .  Select and cooperatively release, superior cul ti vars for 
increase by commercial nurseries . 
144 accessions of 93 species are currently under evaluation . 
April 15 - Two accessions of two species were added and spring 
survival and animal inj ury were noted. 
September 23 - Each surviving plant of accessions planted in 1977 ,  
1987 ,  1990 , 1992 , 1994 , and 1996 , was measured for crown spread and 
plant height ; and rated for disease and insect damage , drought and 
cold tolerance, fruit production, survival and vigor . Photographs 
were taken to document performance , noted plot locations available 
for future plantings and replacement stakes needed and performed 
minor pruning . Also rogued volunteer seedlings of "tree weeds " 
such as mulberry, chokecherry, green ash etc . out of rows in shrub 
block . 
* 9 0 6 3 3 0  river birch, 1 Streamco 1 purpleosier willow, ND- 3902 
sandbar willow and 9008041 false indigo show superior qualities for 
riparian restoration; and streambank and lake shore stabilization. 
* Based on superior performance in field evaluation and field 
plantings, ND- 1134 plum and ND- 8 3  villosa lilac were selected as 
the next varieties to be cooperatively released. 
* 1 Regal 1 Russian almond was released in cooperation with the North 
Dakota, South Dakota and Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station . 
Based on obser,tations and data collected at this site, the released 
cultivars in the following table are recommended for use in South 
Dakota .  Numbered experimental selections will be placed in field 
plantings for further evaluation when planting stock becomes 
available . 
' Cardan • green ash 
' Centennial' cotoneaster 
• sakakawea ' silver buffaloberry 
• Indigo • silky dogwood 
ND-1134 plum 
ND- 3902 sandbar willow 
ND-1879 honeylocust 
ND- 83 late lilac 
' Streamco' purple osier willow 
9058862 tamarack 
ND-170 cotoneaster 
' Bighorn• skunk.bush sumac 
14272 hybrid poplar 
9069081 littleleaf linden 
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'Oahe ' hackberry 
' Scarlet ' mongolian cherry 
' McDermand • ussurian pear 
ND-283 Russian almond 
ND-21 na.nnyberry 
9047238 seabuckthorn 
9008041 false indigo 
ND-1863 honeylocust 
' Freedom • blueleaf honeysuckle 
' Meadowlark' forsythia 
1 Midwest 1 manchurian cr4.Q&pple 
323957 chokc.t::P;rry 
ND-2103 highbush cranberry 
'rhi.E fald @"'/-alua� ion planting wa.s esta.b!-iBhed in 1 '97-B • .Da-c.a from 
t.hi5" planting �s been -u.s-ed t.o dQC"Jment t:lra cocpe:rat...1..1.f re.l.eas-e 
of the cultivars l isted below. These are currently in large 
scale production and use in conservation and wildlife plantings 
in the Northern Great Plains . Several more releases are 
anticipated in the near future . Data has also assisted 
n-..1.rse..ryrt1�H1 ,:1mi plant. .rq_earche1:a frmn sav� ag�cias data:rmin� 
the range of adaptation and performance of many other cultivars .  
' Cardan ' green ash 
' Sakakawea ' silver buffalob rry 
• centermial' cotoneaster 
1 Homestead 1 Arnold hawthorn 
' Midwest • manchurian crabapple 
' Oahe • hackberry 
• scarlet • mongolian cherry 
1 McDermand 1 ussurian pear 
1 Regal ' Russian almond 

